
 
 

MOMENT OF INERTIA ANALYSIS 

Moment of inertia, (MOI) or more properly called angular moment of inertia as it applies to rotating (racecar 
drivetrain) parts deserves important consideration. The reduction of MOI in your racecar’s drivetrain will pay big 
dividends in your car’s performance. First let’s consider how MOI is calculated. The MOI of rotating parts can 
be solved by the formula 1/2 MR2 where M = mass and R = radius. This means that one half the mass of a 
rotating part times the radius (squared) of the rotating part will give us the MOI of the part expressed in lb./in.2.  

Let’s solve for the MOI of a simple flywheel: 

Let’s say we have a flywheel that weighs 12 pounds and is 10” in diameter. 

Mass (M) = 12 lbs. and Radius (R) = 5” 

½ x 12 x 52 = 150 lb./in.2 

Now let’s take our 12 pound flywheel and put it on a diet. Let’s turn 4 pounds off of it to reduce its weight down 
to 8 pounds. (That is a full 1/3 reduction in weight!) 

Now, M = 8 lbs. and R = 5” 

½ x 8 x 52 = 100 lb./in.2 

This shows that a 1/3 reduction in weight results in a 33% reduction in MOI. OK. Good. 1/3 lighter MOI will 
result in a good performance increase on the track. 

To illustrate how important MOI is, let’s look at this problem a little differently. Let’s reduce the size of the 
flywheel to a 6” diameter but for comparison sake we will say that it still weighs 12 pounds (just as heavy as 
our original flywheel). 

Now, M = 12 lbs. and R = 3” 

½ x 12 x 32 = 54 lb./in.2 

This shows that a 50% reduction in size results in a 64% reduction in MOI. 

If you reduce the size of the flywheel to a 6” diameter and reduce the weight to 6 pounds you have: 

½ x 6 x 32 = 27 lb./in.2 

Your flywheel now has a full 82% reduction in MOI. 

This example illustrates that you get a bigger reduction in MOI by reducing the rotating diameter than by 
reducing the rotating weight. So…the next time you are shopping for a new clutch you should not ask how 
much it weighs. Instead, ask how much MOI it has. 

This also clearly illustrates that the MOI of a 5.5”, 3 disc clutch (39.4 lb./in.2) will be significantly lower than a 
7.25”, 2 disc clutch (71.4 lb./in.2). 

 


